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ABSTRACT

Communication is a skill needed by students to prepare for social life. This study aims to analyze the communication skills of Vocational High School students by implementing the Problem Based Learning model. This type of research is a classroom action research (CAR) consisting of two cycles. The research was conducted at one of the vocational schools in the Cerenti District, Kuantan Singingi Regency. The subjects of this study were 24 students, consisting of 20 female and 4 male students. Data collection technique using observation assisted by two observers. The results showed that there was an overall improvement in aspects of communication skills from cycle one to cycle two. Based on these results, applying the Problem Based Learning model can improve the communication skills of Vocational High School students.
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Introduction

Some terms such as information, computing, automation, and communication can describe living conditions in the 21st century. The characteristics of the 21st century, according to the Ministry of Education and Culture, are the rapid development of information technology, the use of machines to handle various routine jobs automatically, and communication that can be done from anywhere and anytime. In short, the 21st century is a century of digitalization that brings various changes in every aspect of life. Human life in the 21st century has undergone many changes that demand an increase in the quality of human resources in order to compete globally. In the education sector, these changes are marked by a curriculum, learning models, media, and technology changes.

Communication is fundamental because every human being, both primitive and modern, communicates to maintain an agreement on various social rules. In the learning process, communication is useful as a process of distributing ideas or information to others, respecting the opinions of others, and listening to arguments presented by others. Communication in
learning is a reciprocal relationship between teacher and student in a teaching system. Communication in learning is a reciprocal relationship between teacher and student in a teaching system. Therefore, the ability to communicate is an important requirement in the learning process to facilitate students expressing ideas and exchanging information with teachers or fellow students.

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) explained that communication skills are the ability to express themselves both in written and oral form and understand the meaning of other people's statements orally or in writing. Communication skills become very important because everyone needs to express ideas, help structure thoughts, and are the basis for solving problems.

Communication skills have a role in the learning process and when students interact in society in the environment around the house. Practicing communication skills can be done at the time of classroom learning. Facilitating students so that they can practice communication skills is expected to provide a more meaningful learning experience. One of the learning models that can be used is Problem-based learning.

On the results of preliminary observations in class X of Accounting, it was found that most students were less actively involved in learning. During discussions, only a few students actively ask, answer, or express opinions. Students also seem less interested in following the lesson, so they ignore what the teacher says. Carried-out learning has an impact on the completeness of student learning outcomes.

Problem-based learning emphasizes problems so students can find solutions to problems given by the teacher. Expressing opinions regarding solutions and discussions is not only through written media. However, it can be modified by allowing students to convey their ideas directly. This study aimed to determine the effect of implementing the Problem-based learning model on students' communication skills.

Method

This research was carried out at one of the vocational schools in Cerenti District, Kuantan Singingi Regency, for the 2022/2023 academic year in the odd semester. The research was carried out in science subjects class X Accounting. The sample of this study was 24 students grouped into four groups. The research time was carried out in October-November 2022.

This study used a class action research design, which then quantitative data was analyzed by percentage analysis. Data collection techniques are carried out by assessing students' communication skills through observers in each cycle. The assessment of communication skills is carried out with two observers. The Observer scores a Likert scale of 1-4 on each communication skill. The communication skills measured are oral communication, receptive communication, communication strategy, differentiating intent, communicating for goals, and presentation skills. The percentage result on cycle one is compared to the second cycle result.

Results and Discussion

This classroom action research was conducted at one of the Vocational High Schools in Cerenti District, Kuantan Singingi Regency. The research was carried out in class X of Accounting in science subjects, with 24 students. The implementation of learning in each cycle is carried out in the stages of planning, implementing, observing, and reflecting. Teachers carry out stages to obtain maximum learning results to achieve learning targets. The results of communication skills based on the implementation of two learning cycles in class X of science students have increased. Data on improving students' communication skills can be viewed based on each of the indicators of (a) oral communication, (b) receptive communication, (c)
communication strategies, (d) differentiating intentions, (e) communicating for a purpose and (f) presentation skills in Figure 1.
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Implementation of the Problem-based learning model with a classroom action research approach is a research process that emphasizes improving learning from the aspect of learning outcomes. The research involves a team of teachers as implementers, with observers who help observe students from the aspect of communication skills. The observer assists the teacher in observation, with the aim that the teacher can focus on conducting learning with the planned stages. The stages carried out in each cycle include planning, implementation, observation, and reflection. The purpose of doing all these stages is to help teachers design, record, and provide advice related to implementing learning in the classroom.

The planning stages include preparing learning implementation plans, preparing learning media that support classroom learning, and compiling observation sheets adapted from Greenstein\(^6\). At the implementation stage, the teacher will implement learning by applying the Problem-based learning model in the classroom according to what has been planned in the learning implementation plan. Observations were made by two observers who were in charge of assessing students' communication skills during the learning process. Reflection is carried out after all stages to evaluate the implementation of learning and other aspects to improve learning in each meeting.

Based on data from Figure 1, there is an increase in student communication in the implementation of learning using the Problem Based Learning model. Optimizing students' abilities in the form of communication, problem-solving, group work, and interpersonal skills can be facilitated by implementing the Problem-based learning model\(^7\). In the Problem Based Learning model learning, there are several activities so that some students' abilities can be optimal. Learning by emphasizing the presentation of problems will effectively encourage students to be active in the classroom\(^8\).
The stages of implementing applied learning begin with students being given problems according to the material taught. Students will be stimulated with a problem contextual to the surrounding environment. Giving problems will involve students, so it is hoped that participation can be carried out from the beginning of learning. Students are required to understand the problems given by the teacher. In the next stage, namely data collection and data processing, students conduct discussions in groups guided by the teacher so that the discussion can run by learning outcomes. In the verification stage, students can convey the results of the discussion in small groups in front of other students. On this occasion, students can give rebuttals, opinions, and opinions based on presentations from other groups. Student discussions went well because students exchanged opinions on the issues that were the topic of conversation. Students enthusiastically convey their ideas and opinions based on the results of group discussions that have been carried out. The last stage of the Problem Based Learning model is a generalization, where students can convey the conclusions of the learning process.

Problem Based Learning model is learning that can make the classroom atmosphere active based on problems with learning materials. Learning will be focused on student activity based on discussion activities and exchanging ideas to find solutions. The problem is based on a real and meaningful problem so that students together in their group will find a solution with scientific stages. Each student will build knowledge and problem-solving skills during this activity and communication skills during this activity when conveying their ideas. Communication skills will be built by exchanging ideas and opinions with fellow friends aimed at solving problems.

Student activity in the learning process can be influenced by several factors: student motivation and interest in learning. Motivation in students is important because students will be brave in expressing their opinions and asking questions to teachers and other fellow students. Motivation can encourage a person to do something to achieve a goal. Students' motivation and interest in learning can give students courage in terms of giving opinions during small group and class discussions and asking questions on material that students do not yet understand. During the learning process, teachers also try to build interaction with students. The efforts made by the teacher adjust to the learning syntax so that students are more interested and do not feel bored with learning. One of the virtues of the Problem Based Learning model is that students will get used to facing and solving problems.

The learning carried out in the class students will be divided into four groups. Grouping aims for students to discuss and be active in such small groups. The Problem Based Learning model usually groups students at the time of its implementation so that students can discuss the problems given by the teacher. Activities in the group room will increase students' confidence in expressing their opinions. Learning by forming groups provides a meaningful experience for students and can help students understand the concept of the material being studied.

Student independence in learning is required in the implementation of the Problem Based Learning model because students will build the latest knowledge based on previous knowledge. The search for information by students from various sources can be done during group discussions. Grouping information, collecting information, considering solutions, and group members will communicate with each other about the solution to the given problem. Independent learning through groups will be built by discussing and developing solutions to problems given at the stages of the learning process. Independent learning in groups will create effective communication. Communication skills can be used as an indicator of student success in learning because good classroom communication will impact the lesson's understanding.
Conclusion

After conducting research and based on the study of the research results, it can be concluded that the communication skills of class XI Vocation High School students have increased from cycle one to cycle two. As measured from 6 indicators, indicators B and E, communication skills experienced the highest increase of 8%. Indicator B is receptive communication, and indicator E communicates for one purpose. Then the indicator that gets the highest average is indicator A, namely oral communication, with the value in cycle 2 reaching 83%.
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